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To highlight the approach I undertake for this paper,
I shall offer a few words of explanations. First, the projects
(see p. 6–8)I used as illustrations for this paper should be
seen as a static representation (two-dimensional). It is best
viewed in its true scale: 48 inches square, a format that
has no format (X=Y ratio), so referred to as a non-format
format. This has a few benefits from a teaching perspective.
First, the size is too big to be seen in a computer screen.
Therefore, it forces the student to look beyond the screen.
To do this, a comparative study—screen typography v.s.
print typography—will be required. On the screen environment, proportion is what I call “one-to-many” (scalable
sizes, optimized view-ability, “projected” distortion. Type
sizes are relatives). Whereas in the print world, proportion
is “one-to-one”. It offers a more faithful depiction of scale
(9 pt type is 9 pt type). Secondly, there is no landscape or
portrait as a common binary formatting logic. Therefore,
students have to define proportion through the composition; as well as to the orientation of their own design
sensibilities. Hence, the act of reading will no longer
be dictated by conventions (left/right, up/down). This
creates an open and a dynamic reading experience. This
“non-format” has been used in Parsons by myself and
a colleague from the very outset of teaching information
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A stroke, a letter, a word, a sentence, a paragraph, a page,
and a book: all essentially linear constructs of the typographic mind put into action. There is a typographic
order of “things,” a logical sequence from the most
simple, to the most complex. A line, a space, a rectangle,
a margin—an aesthetic device for visuality. As an infinite
list of signifiers, the above lists signify the qualitative/
quantitative display of the visual properties of typography:
the micro and the macro, the color and the density, the
positives and the negatives, the visible and the invisibles;
these are some of the typographic paradigms that yield
communicative visualization.
I taught typography and information design concurrently for more than a decade in the Parsons Communication Design program (now Parsons The New School for
Design), serving as a full-time faculty member between
1998–2009. The intrinsic properties of these mutually
reciprocal endeavors, typography and information design,
form the “twin topic” subjects of this brief investigation.
I believe I have succeeded in sharing my fascination with
all my students, they who were most patiently tormented
by my investigative interrogations. Indeed, it was reputed
that I, not they, were confused; this earned me, in some
circles, the stigma of being the most “confused” instructor
of all time.
This paper is served as a succinct teaching tool capturing
some of the theories I have developed over my tenure in
Parsons. The pedagogies and methods I incorporate in this
paper can be considered as a summary of that investigation.
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It illustrates the dialogue I have had with my students,
my colleagues, and myself. These conversations took place
in the classrooms of course, but they were never limited
by such boundaries; they were carried into the streets
and many restaurants that surround the campus; in fact,
the conversation to understand more of these two topics
does not cease. I do not pretend that my paper is a didactic
discourse to provide instructional practicality, but I do
hope that some readers, especially design students who
anticipate to embark an education on typographic studies
and its intrinsic relationship with information design will
find it interesting and useful.
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space data occupies).
You should look for patterns evolving in your sketches
and drawings and exploit these patterns for strong visual
effect. This could yield a more comprehensive presentation,
with improved retention and faster understanding of the
data you present.
Concepts must be shown as a tight, black and white,
or full color, actual size presentations. You should include
the reference material you found that inspired your presentation as well as notes, sketches, etc. which support or were
used in the development of your timeline.

design within the program (fifteen years) and still yields
surprising and innovative results. To guide the students
to this understanding, I sometimes ask the students to
occasionally rotate their work in various orientations,
upside down, or sideway (obviously there is no change
in the format of a square ) to challenge them to “see” the
relationship of their visual ideas. This was a technique
I acquired from my training at Yale that remains useful,
it allows us to “see” proportional balance without “reading”.
assignment: timeline
i n fo r m atio n mappi n g & de si g n se m i n ar

Design a timeline. Using any consistent theme, idea,
discipline, etc., create a graphic representation expressing
this data in a relationally based time frame.
The unit, and sub-units of time (duration) are at your
discretion. The “events” listed may be based on past time
reference or a time sequence (i.e., start through finish).
Consider not only intervals of space between events
(which of course represent time) but how data may be
transcribed in terms of density and volume (the physical

Format: 48 inch by 48 inch
This assignment consists of three components:
A: Time (linear or cyclical)
B: Map (geographical or spatial)
C: Culture (in any given time and place, past,
present or future)

leg en d : a v i s ual an al og y
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See diagram 3 and 4 and its application in critique #1

A dot is perhaps the most simple of all a graphic elements
in design. It activates a surface, fixes an eye movement, and
connects a path (A stroke can be imagined as a connection
of two dots). Numbers, letters, words can be visualized as
dots (from a macro level). Dots form the constellation of
visual ideas.
A line is perceived as a path, a movement, a gesture—static
or dynamic. It creates a sense of linear sequence, an order
of things (beginning and ending, as in time) to guide the
perceiver to derive meanings (from the text as in typography).
Letters in the alphabet are constructed in lines (vertical,
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horizontal, diagonal, and curvilinear). Letters combined
to form words, words to form sentences(lines); and sentences
to form paragraphs(text). Letters, words, and texts provide
a microcosm of a visual strategy.
A plane is a shape, a surface, an image, a boundary—static
or dynamic: it defines an area and gives a dimension upon
a surface. When multiplied, layered, or manipulated it creates
a volume. Through volume, images and type can be integrated.
Texts are shapes (planes as a container of content). They define
meanings assigned within their boundaries.
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DIAGRAM 1:

The word “metaphysics” derives from the
Greek words (metá) (“beyond,” “upon,” or
“after”) and (physiká) (“physics”).It was first
used as the title for several of Aristotle’s works,
because they were usually anthologized after
the works on physics in complete editions.
The prefix meta- (“beyond”) indicates that
these works come “after” the chapters on
physics. However, Aristotle himself did not
call the subject of these books “Metaphysics”:
he referred to it as “first philosophy.” The editor
of Aristotle’s works, Andronicus of Rhodes,
is thought to have placed the books on first
philosophy right after another work, Physics,
and called them (ta meta ta physika biblia)
or “the books that come after the [books on]
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The word "metaphysics" derives from the Greek words (metá)
("beyond", "upon" or "after") and (physiká) ("physics").[7] It was
first used as the title for several of Aristotle's works, because they
were usually anthologized after the works on physics in complete
editions. The prefix meta- ("beyond") indicates that these works
come "after" the chapters on physics. However, Aristotle himself did
not call the subject of these books "Metaphysics": he referred to it
as "first philosophy." The editor of Aristotle's works, Andronicus of
Rhodes, is thought to have placed the books on first philosophy
right after another work, Physics, and called them (ta meta ta
physika biblia) or "the books that come after the [books on]
physics". This was misread by Latin scholiasts, who thought it meant
"the science of what is beyond the physical. However, once the
name was given, the commentators sought to find intrinsic reasons
for its appropriateness. For instance, it was understood to mean
"the science of the world beyond nature (phusis in Greek)," that is,
the science of the immaterial. Again, it was understood to refer to
the chronological or pedagogical order among our philosophical
studies, so that the "metaphysical sciences would mean, those that
we study after having mastered the sciences that deal with the
physical world" (St. Thomas Aquinas, "In Lib, Boeth. de Trin.", V, 1).
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first used as the title for several of Aristotle's works, because they
were usually anthologized after the works on physics in complete
editions. The prefix meta- ("beyond") indicates that these works
come "after" the chapters on physics. However, Aristotle himself did
not call the subject of these books "Metaphysics": he referred to it
as "first philosophy." The editor of Aristotle's works, Andronicus of
Rhodes, is thought to have placed the books on first philosophy
right after another work, Physics, and called them (ta meta ta
physika biblia) or "the books that come after the [books on]
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"the science of the world beyond nature (phusis in Greek)," that is,
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were usually anthologized after the works on physics in complete
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The word "metaphysics" derives from the Greek words (metá)
("beyond", "upon" or "after") and (physiká) ("physics").[7] It was
first used as the title for several of Aristotle's works, because
they were usually anthologized after the works on physics
in complete editions. The prefix meta- ("beyond") indicates that
these works come "after" the chapters on physics. However,
Aristotle himself did not call the subject of these books
"Metaphysics": he referred to it as "first philosophy." The editor
of Aristotle's works, Andronicus of Rhodes, is thought to have
placed the books on first philosophy right after another work,
Physics, and called them (ta meta ta physika biblia) or "the books
that come after the [books on] physics". This was misread
by Latin scholiasts, who thought it meant "the science of what
is beyond the physical. However, once the name was given,
the commentators sought to find intrinsic reasons for its
appropriateness. For instance, it was understood to mean "the
science of the world beyond nature (phusis in Greek)," that is,
the science of the immaterial. Again, it was understood to refer to
the chronological or pedagogical order among our philosophical
studies, so that the "metaphysical sciences would mean, those
that we study after having mastered the sciences that deal with
the physical world"
(St. Thomas Aquinas, "In Lib, Boeth. de Trin.", V, 1).
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The word "metaphysics" derives from the Greek words (metá)
("beyond", "upon" or "after") and (physiká) ("physics").[7]
It was first used as the title for several of Aristotle's works,
because they were usually anthologized after the works on physics
in complete editions. The prefix meta- ("beyond") indicates that
these works come "after" the chapters on physics. However,
Aristotle himself did not call the subject of these books
"Metaphysics": he referred to it as "first philosophy." The editor of
Aristotle's works, Andronicus of Rhodes, is thought to have placed
the books on first philosophy right after another work, Physics,
and called them (ta meta ta physika biblia) or "the books that
come after the [books on] physics". This was misread by
Latin scholiasts, who thought it meant "the science of what is
beyond the physical. However, once the name was given, the
commentators sought to find intrinsic reasons for its
appropriateness. For instance, it was understood to mean "the
science of the world beyond nature (phusis in Greek)," that is,
the science of the immaterial. Again, it was understood to refer to
the chronological or pedagogical order among our philosophical
studies, so that the "metaphysical sciences would mean, those
that we study after having mastered the sciences that deal
with the physical world"
(St. Thomas Aquinas, "In Lib, Boeth. de Trin.", V, 1).
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The word "metaphysics" derives from the Greek words (metá)
("beyond", "upon" or "after") and (physiká) ("physics").[7] It was
first used as the title for several of Aristotle's works, because
they were usually anthologized after the works on physics
in complete editions. The prefix meta- ("beyond") indicates that
these works come "after" the chapters on physics. However,
Aristotle himself did not call the subject of these books
"Metaphysics": he referred to it as "first philosophy." The editor
of Aristotle's works, Andronicus of Rhodes, is thought to have
placed the books on first philosophy right after another work,
Physics, and called them (ta meta ta physika biblia) or "the books
that come after the [books on] physics". This was misread
by Latin scholiasts, who thought it meant "the science of what
is beyond the physical. However, once the name was given,
the commentators sought to find intrinsic reasons for its
appropriateness. For instance, it was understood to mean "the
science of the world beyond nature (phusis in Greek)," that is,
the science of the immaterial. Again, it was understood to refer to
the chronological or pedagogical order among our philosophical
studies, so that the "metaphysical sciences would mean, those
that we study after having mastered the sciences that deal with
the physical world"
(St. Thomas Aquinas, "In Lib, Boeth. de Trin.", V, 1).
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The process of design is a set of
relational, associative combinations
of the constants and variables (see p.2)
evolving over time. It generates a new
kind of meaningful relationship
(type as dot: dot as time: time as map),
a successive visual pattern to allow
data to be synthesized and transformed
into a new source of knowledge.
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CRITIQUE #2

© 2005 na kyoung kang, dmz
© kazuma seo, the battle of sekigahara

© takaaki okada, robert e. peary and the race
to the north pole 1892–1909

© gillean yuen, pi sheng vs gutenberg:
a history of printing

cri t iq u e 2
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Living in the context of increasing flow of cultural
interactions around the world, Pat has researched, and
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teaching and professional practice—a East-West synthesis
to transcend linguistic barriers in global communications.
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and the multilingual banner system for Charled B. Wang
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